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Abstract—Cooperative Adaptive Cruise Control (CACC) provides significant traffic flow improvements when a vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication link exists with the preceding vehicle, but it degrades to an Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) when this communication link is no longer available. This degradation occurs even if the information from another V2V-equipped vehicle ahead (different to the preceding one) is still available. This paper presents a novel car-following control system—Advanced Cooperative Adaptive Cruise Control (ACACC)—that benefits from the existing communication with this vehicle ahead in the string, reducing inter-vehicle gap whereas keeping string stability. The proposed control structure provides a hybrid behaviour between two CACC controllers with different time gaps according to the string position of the vehicle with the V2V communication link available. An stable hybrid behavior between both controllers is ensured through the Youla-Kucera parameterization. Simulation and real experiments show the proper behaviour of the designed control algorithm and a good performance compared to existing ACC/CACC controllers.

Index Terms—Cooperative adaptive cruise control, V2V-equipped vehicles, non-V2V-equipped vehicles, mixed traffic situations, intelligent transportation systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, the International Council on Clean Transportation has estimated that over the next two decades vehicle ownership is expected to increase 7 million only in the European Union (EU) [1]. Therefore, road transport will have to deal with these figures. Among the associated problems, drivers will find more congested roads, resulting in an enormous waste of fuel and productivity together with health problems. According to the European Commission, congestion costs are equivalent to 1% of Gross domestic product (GDP)—in other words more than the EU budget [2].

Since building new infrastructure is no longer an appropriate solution, more intelligent and efficient options result of Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS). Specifically, related to traffic congestion, intelligent longitudinal speed control is a suitable system to improve congestion in highways, through homogeneous speed on the part of the driver and shorter intervehicle distances. Adaptive cruise controller (ACC) [3] is a commercial system already implemented in production vehicles. An ACC system can track the preceding vehicle measuring the actual distance and the ego-vehicle velocity. These inputs allow the system to maintain a selected time gap, calculating the required acceleration or deceleration to reach the desired velocity or to prevent a collision. Recently, research focuses on the cooperative version of the system, so-called cooperative ACC (CACC) [4]. Vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication is added to the existing ACC system, improving the traffic flow through the formation of a tighter string of vehicles.

Traffic flow benefits in function of the ACC-equipped vehicles market penetration have been widely studied. Kesting et al. [5] [6] stated that a 25% of market penetration could remove congestion. Recent studies [7] proposes a different ACC model that provides no traffic flow benefits even with a market penetration of 100%. This model is based on the field test of ACC driven by 16 drivers from the general public in [8]. These drivers were encouraged to select the time gap setting that they preferred, resulting in a time-gap close to manual driving. As quantitative example, the highway capacity with every vehicle driven manually is 2050 veh/h, while with ACC-equipped vehicles the capacity increases up to 2200 veh/h [9].

In contrast, the CACC system on the traffic flow characteristics presents much more optimistic results. Arem et al. [10] conclude that CACC improves the highway capacity when the penetration rate is greater than 60%, obtaining better results on high traffic volume because of more vehicles participate in the string. The CACC model in [7] validates these results, showing a maximum lane capacity of 4000 veh/h under 100% CACC-equipped vehicles condition. This model is again based on the chosen time-gap by the general public in the field test in [8]. CACC can double the highway capacity in the ideal situation.

It is clear that the market penetration of CACC systems would progressively occur, making necessary to work with mixing traffic situations. As the highway capacity is sensitive to the percentage of CACC-equipped vehicles, it is important to preserve the CACC behaviour when there is no communication with the preceding vehicle, but with another further on the string. For instance, when a vehicle loses communication...
capability into a string previously formed by CACC-equipped vehicles. As the communication with the preceding vehicle is no longer available, existing literature on the field (see [11] and [12] for details), degrades the system to a conventional ACC, removing the strong impact of CACC systems on highway capacity. Middle plot of Fig. 1 depicts the situation. As quantitative example, [4] showed how the minimum time gap string stable increases from 0.7s to 3.16s when communication is not available.

Recent literature deals with V2V communication problem with the preceding vehicle. Van et Al. [13] used a buffer in order to store the communication with the preceding vehicle for a period of time. This buffer is combined with the vehicle model to provide robustness when intermittent communication failures occur. Savaia et Al. [14] used a Kalman filter together with the history of preceding vehicle acceleration when intermittent communication failures exist with the preceding vehicle. However, these are useful for short periods of time where communication disappears with the preceding vehicle, otherwise a degradation to ACC needs to be performed for ensuring string stability. CACC controller design when there is no communication with the preceding vehicle, but with another further on, is considered in [15]. A string of three vehicles is employed, giving guidelines in the design of a proportional-derivative (PD) controller and time gap value in order to reduce the effects of communication failures in the string stability of a CACC system. A normal CACC is considered if communication with preceding vehicle is present, otherwise the controller is switched to another one connected to the leader vehicle, avoiding system degradation to an ACC. Nevertheless, stability is not ensured when switching between both controllers, and all vehicles in the string have same dynamics and behavior.

To the best of author knowledge, former CACC working with V2V degradation study either the minimum time gap to guarantee stability according to the V2V lost, switch between CACC and ACC when the V2V link is lost [11] [12], use prediction for short period of V2V degradation [13] [14], or give control guidelines (and use communication with a vehicle further on the string) to be able to perform in a mode close to CACC for a longer period of time of degradation, but with all vehicles behaving as CACC [15]. This paper proposes a novel solution when the V2V link with the preceding vehicles is lost without degrading vehicle performance to an ACC. Different preceding vehicle behaviors are considered, it could be either as a CACC-equipped, ACC-equipped or a conventional vehicle. The principle relies on the effect that V2V info from any vehicle ahead is still available so the vehicle can be able to perform in between CACC and ACC responses, leading to shorter inter-vehicular gaps whereas keeping string stability. Besides, Youla-Kucera (YK) parameterization is used in order to ensure stability when adapting the control response between both controllers.

The control algorithm proposed in this work—Advanced CACC (ACACC)—benefits from the V2V information coming from another vehicle ahead in the string instead of degrading to a conventional ACC when there is no communication with the preceding vehicle. Preceding vehicle behavior could be either as a CACC-equipped, ACC-equipped or a conventional vehicle. Since the time gap policy has a significant influence on the highway capacity, ACACC is specifically composed by two CACC controllers with different time gaps. An hybrid behavior between both could not be stable. In [16], a theoretical example shows how the linear combination of two stabilizing controllers does not result in a stabilizing controller of the system. Different controller interpolation methods have been proposed in the literature to guarantee stability. [17] proposed an algorithm for linear interpolation based on eigendecomposition. In [18] and [19], approaches for interpolation based on coprime factors and state-space representation are presented. [20] used the YK parameterization of all the controllers to provide controllers’ interpolation with guaranteed stability. Later, [21] and [22] guaranteed stability under arbitrary change of the signal responsible of the interpolation over time. Several practical applications of YK parameterization can be found in the project called Plug&Play [23]. YK is chosen among the others to obtain a stable interpolation between the two CACC controllers that compose the proposed ACACC system.

Traffic flow improvement comes from a hybrid behaviour between both while using the existing communication link with the closer ahead communicated vehicle. As the system is not degraded to ACC, the highway capacity previously accomplished by the CACC string of vehicles is better preserved, as well as the shockwave effect is better mitigated. The bottom part of Fig. 1 shows an ACACC scenario; where the red vehicle could be either a conventional driver or an ACC-equipped vehicle, both without communication capabilities.

The proposed system has been simulated for highway velocities by using the vehicle model in [24]. ACACC has been tested under different situations, being the preceding vehicle either a conventional or an ACC-equipped one. For all cases, the system exhibits a good performance, achieving a tighter string of vehicles. These simulations results are later validated on the INRIA experimental platform at low-speeds. ACACC improves traffic flow capacity.

In brief, the main contributions in this paper are the following:

- ACACC benefits for any V2V-equipped vehicle ahead when communication with the preceding one is lost, avoiding a full ACC degradation. Communication unavailability could be either intermittent or permanent.
- ACACC is composed by two CACC controllers with different time gaps. YK parameterization is used with these two controllers in order to guarantee a stable interpolation between both.
- Scalar factor $\gamma$, in charge of interpolation between two controllers in a YK approach, is designed in order to improve traffic flow (reduce inter-vehicle distance, while being string stable).
- The approach is adaptable for any type/number of preceding vehicles. Simulation results are provided, being the preceding vehicle either a conventional vehicle emulated by an Intelligent Driver Model (IDM), an ACC-equipped one, or even several ACC-equipped vehicles; all of them.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

A string of \( n \) vehicles driving in the same lane, one after the other, is considered. \( i \) determines the order of a vehicle inside of the string \( i \in [1, n] \). Vehicle 1 is the leader and first vehicle in the string, vehicle \( i \) denotes ego-vehicle and vehicle \( i-1 \) is the vehicle preceding the ego-vehicle. Leader and preceding vehicle are the same vehicle when \( n = 2 \). If \( n \geq 3 \), the number of vehicle between leader 1 and ego vehicle \( i \) is \( n - 2 \). Problem formulation focuses on ego-vehicle situation according to V2V communication availability with vehicle \( i-1 \) and the rest of vehicles in the string. V2V communication between vehicle \( i \) and vehicle \( i-1 \) is defined as \( C_{i-1} \). Communication between vehicle \( i \) and some other vehicle \( x \) different from the preceding one is defined as \( C_{i} \) with \( 1 \leq x < i-1 \).

In the literature, communication availability with vehicle \( i-1 \) determines the use of ACC or CACC controllers in the vehicle \( i \), and therefore its time gap policy \( h_{i} \):

- When \( C_{i-1} \) exists, a regular CACC controller can be used. Faster responses can be achieved, allowing a tighter string of vehicles by employing a time gap \( h_{ACC} \) i.e. \( \exists C_{i-1} \rightarrow CACC \) where \( h_{i} = h_{ACC} \).
- If \( C_{i-1} \) is no longer available: the system degrades to a conventional ACC algorithm [25]. Consequently, benefits of \( CACC \) systems on highway capacity are removed because a longer time gap \( h_{ACC} < h_{CACC} \) needs to be set to ensure string stability—i.e. \( \not\exists C_{i-1} \rightarrow ACC \) where \( h_{i} = h_{ACC} > h_{CACC} \).

These situations have been extensively studied (see [3] for ACC and [4] for CACC for details), but potential benefits of using \( C_{x} \) when \( C_{i-1} \) is not available have not been further investigated. Speed oscillations on the string (i.e. the difference between speeds \( v_{i} \) and \( v_{i-1} \)) is limited to 5m/s according to [11]. Experimental results demonstrated that over this value, drivers disengage ACC system due to its degraded performance.

The objective of the ACACC controller is to enhance traffic flow when there is no communication with vehicle \( i-1 \) (preceding vehicle), by taking the information from the closer V2V-equipped vehicle ahead, in that case, vehicle \( x \) (that could be either the leader vehicle or another one between preceding and leader). Since V2V communication is always available (no matter from which vehicle comes from), a CACC control structure is proposed (see Sec. II.A for details). ACACC is composed by two CACC controllers with different time gaps: A CACC controller with a short time gap \( h_{i} = h_{CACC} \) so-called \( CACC_{STG} \) when \( C_{i-1} \) is available; and a CACC controller with a longer time gap \( h_{i} = h_{ACC} \) so-called \( CACC_{LTG} \) when \( C_{i-1} \) is lost but \( C_{x} \) link is still available. The proposed ACACC algorithm benefits from the YK parameterization to provide a hybrid response between both controllers, assuring control system stability. The regulation between the effect of each controller in the control command is based on a correlation between the speed received via V2V communication and the one detected by the on-board ego-vehicle sensor (i.e. radar). The correct tuning of \( \gamma \) with a maximum speed oscillation of 5m/s, assures string stability and improves traffic flow.

In brief, ACACC works when \( C_{i-1} \) is lost but \( C_{x} \) is available, providing a control structure of the form:

\[ if \quad \not\exists C_{i-1}\&\exists C_{x} \]

\[
ACACC = CACC_{STG}(1 - \gamma) + CACC_{LTG}\gamma; \quad \gamma \in [0, 1]
\]  

where \( h_{i} \in [h_{CACC}, h_{ACC}] \). Notice how the time gap would be lower than degrading the system to a regular ACC.

A. CACC

Figure 2 shows the classical structure for CACC systems (see [4] for more details), where \( G \) represents the vehicle model, \( K_{i} \) a stabilizing controller and \( V_{i} \) the control velocity of vehicle \( i - 1 \) communicated through \( C_{i-1} \) by means of a feedforward filter \( F_{i} \). The controller should be able to regulate the error \( e_{i} \) between relative distance \( d_{i} \) (\( X_{i-1} - X_{i} \), as difference between absolute positions) and the reference distance coming from the spacing policy \( V_{i}h_{i} \), where \( V_{i} \) is the ego-vehicle velocity). In previous study [26], PD controller has provided good performance. PD controller expression is in equation (2). Controller parameters \( k_{p,i} \) and \( k_{d,i} \) will change for \( CACC_{STG} \) and \( CACC_{LTG} \) in the proposed ACACC approach,

\[ K_{i} = k_{p,i} + k_{d,i}s \]  

Highway capacity improves when tighter gap policies can be adopted whereas keeping string stability. String stability is defined as the attenuation of disturbances along the string of vehicles. A sufficient condition for string stability is given in [27], which means that the absolute position of each vehicle must not increase as it propagates through the string. Condition is equivalent to equation (3).

\[ ||X_{i}/X_{i-1}||_{\infty} \leq 1 \quad for \quad i > 1 \]  

According to [26], for a PD-based CACC system the string stability function results:

\[ \frac{X_{i}}{X_{i-1}} = \frac{D_{i} + (1 + h_{s})GK_{i}}{(1 + h_{s})(1 + (1 + h_{s})GK_{i})}, \quad for \quad i > 1 \]  

Under the ideal situation where the communication delay is null (\( D_{i} = 1 \)), string stability yields:

\[ \frac{X_{i}}{X_{i-1}} = \frac{1}{(1 + h_{s})}, \quad for \quad i > 1 \]  

Therefore, string stability is guaranteed for any \( h_{i} > 0 \). The existence of \( C_{i-1} \) makes vehicle response faster, allowing any
B. Initial assumptions

The next assumptions have been considered in the analysis:
- Ego-vehicle (vehicle $i$) is at least the third vehicle in the string, meaning that there is a preceding one (vehicle $i-1$) whose V2V link is lost and a vehicle $x$ (that could be the leader ($x=1$), or some other if $n>3$) broadcasting its information.
- Maximum string length is limited to the speed difference $V_{\text{pxm}}$ and $H_{\text{pxm}}$ guarantees up to 300m [28], which also matches with the six-vehicles string assumption to guarantee communication even between leading and the last vehicle of the string.
- The communicating vehicle ahead is in the same lane. This can be known from a digital map and can be part of the transmitted information.
- Communication link between vehicles is considered ideal. No delay is present in the communication system.

III. YOULA-KUCERA CONTROLLER MODIFICATION

This section introduces the mathematical basis in which YK relies on to ensure stable interpolation between different controllers. The change between both controllers is made through the parameterization of all the controllers that stabilizes a given plant [29]. At the same time, the parameterization is based on the doubly coprime factorization [30].

The notation is standard; $\mathbb{R}^{m \times m}$ is the real stable transfer function space which maps $m$-dimensional inputs into $p$-dimensional outputs.

$$y = Gu, \quad y \in \mathbb{R}^p \quad \text{and} \quad u \in \mathbb{R}^m$$

where $G$ is the plant; $y$ the measurement vector corresponding to the output and $u$ the control signal. The dimension of both signals is $p = m = 1$.

The plant could be stabilized by any appropriate LTI controller $K_i$. Assuming that $K_0$ corresponds to CACC$_{STG}$ and $K_1$ to CACC$_{LTG}$, it will be possible to do a stable interpolation between them thanks to the YK parameterization of all controllers.

The plant $G$ and both controllers $K_0$ and $K_1$ need to be factorized to apply YK theory.

A. Doubly coprime factorization

Double coprimeness refers to the idea of being right and left coprime [31].

**Definition 1:** Two different matrices $M$ and $N$ are right coprimes over $\mathbb{R}^{m \times m}$ if they have the same number of columns and if matrices $X_i$ and $Y_i$ exist such that

$$[X_r \ Y_r] \begin{bmatrix} M \\ N \end{bmatrix} = X_rM + Y_rN = I \quad (7)$$

**Definition 2:** Two different matrices $\tilde{M}$ and $\tilde{N}$ are left coprimes over $\mathbb{R}^{m \times m}$ if they have the same number of rows and if matrices $X_i$ and $Y_i$ exist such that

$$[\tilde{M} \ \tilde{N}] \begin{bmatrix} X_i \\ Y_i \end{bmatrix} = \tilde{M}X_i + \tilde{N}Y_i = I \quad (8)$$

These coprime factorizations should be such that $G$ and $K_i$ are:

$$G = NM^{-1} = \tilde{M}^{-1}\tilde{N} \quad (9)$$

At the same time, these coprime factorizations $U_i \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times p}$, $\tilde{U}_i \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times m}$, $V_i \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times m}$, $\tilde{V}_i \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times m}$, $N \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times m}$, $\tilde{N} \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times m}$, $M \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times m}$ and $\tilde{M} \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times m}$ satisfy the double Bézout’s identity [32].

$$\begin{bmatrix} \tilde{V}_i & -\tilde{U}_i \\ -\tilde{N} & \tilde{M} \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} M & U_i \\ N & V_i \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} I & 0 \\ 0 & I \end{bmatrix} \quad (10)$$

Coprime factorization related to any stabilizing controller in state space can be obtained if the theorem shown below is fulfilled [33]. Otherwise, the search of these factors could become complex.

**Theorem 1:** Consider a plant in state space representation as $G(s) = C(sI - A)^{-1}B$ with $A,B,C$ stabilizable and detectable and a stabilizing controller $K_i(s) = C_{k,i}(sI - A_{k,i})^{-1}B_{k,i} + D_{k,i}$.

Then the matrices given by

$$\begin{bmatrix} M & U_i \\ N & V_i \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} A + BF & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & A_{k,i} + BF_{k,i} & -B \\ -F & C_{k,i} + BF_{k,i} & D_{k,i} \\ -C & F_{k,i} & 0 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} I & 0 \\ 0 & B_{k,i} \end{bmatrix} \quad (11)$$

$$\begin{bmatrix} \tilde{V}_i & -\tilde{U}_i \\ -\tilde{N} & \tilde{M} \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} A + BD_{k,i} & BC_{k,i} \\ B_{k,i}C & A_{k,i} \\ F - D_{k,i}C & -C_{k,i} \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} I & 0 \\ 0 & B_{k,i} \end{bmatrix} \quad (12)$$

satisfy (9) and (10). Notice how $M$ and $N$ remain the same for the plant $G$, as uncertainties are not taken into account in the model; while $U_0$ and $V_0$ will change to $U_1$ and $V_1$ when switching from the initial controller $K_0$ to the final one $K_1$. The notation is standard; $\mathbb{R}^{m \times m}$ is the real stable transfer function space which maps $m$-dimensional inputs into $p$-dimensional outputs.
B. YK parameterization of all stabilizing controllers

YK parameterization provides all stabilizing controllers for a given plant \( G \) by interconnecting an initial controller with a parameter \( Q \), called YK parameter, which can be any stable system with appropriate dimensions:

\[
K = (U_0 + M\gamma Q)(V_0 + N\gamma Q)^{-1} = (V_0 + \gamma Q\tilde{N})^{-1}(U_0 + \gamma Q\tilde{M}), \quad Q \in \mathbb{R}^{H_m^{\text{ext}}}
\]  

(13)

From the general description of any stabilizing controller in equation (13), it is possible to do interpolation between controllers \( K_0 \) to \( K_1 \) online, without losing stability. To preserve a good transition between both controllers, the parameter \( Q \) should be regulated by a scalar factor \( \gamma \in [0,1] \). Mixed behaviours between both controllers can be obtained by applying different values of \( \gamma \). But first, the value of \( Q \) should be obtained as follows (for further details [20]):

\[
Q = U_1 - V_1V_0^{-1}U_0
\]

(16)

This theorem allows obtaining a control structure able to do stable interpolation between different controllers. Theorem 2 is used for getting the control structure shown in Fig. 3.

When doing controller interpolation, \( \gamma \) plays a key role. It regulates the different levels of activation of the YK parameter \( Q \). \( \gamma \) may vary from 0 to 1, being 0 a 100% contribution of \( K_0 \) and 1 a 100% contribution of \( K_1 \).

The stability in the transition is ensured when \( Q \in \mathbb{R}^{H_m} \); so any linear combination of \( Q \) and \( \gamma \) will provide stable responses [20].

**Table I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Control Parameters</th>
<th>( K'_{\text{ext}} )</th>
<th>( k_p )</th>
<th>( k_d )</th>
<th>( h_i )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \text{CACC}_{\text{STG}} )</td>
<td>( K'_{\text{ext}} )</td>
<td>( k_{p,0} )</td>
<td>( k_{d,0} )</td>
<td>( h_0 = h_{\text{CACC}} = 0.6s )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{CACC}_{\text{LTC}} )</td>
<td>( K'_{\text{ext}} )</td>
<td>( k_{p,1} )</td>
<td>( k_{d,1} )</td>
<td>( h_1 = h_{\text{ACC}} = 1.5s )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. ACACC

ACACC is composed by two different CACC controllers: \( \text{CACC}_{\text{STG}} \) and \( \text{CACC}_{\text{LTC}} \). Time gap values \( h_{\text{CACC}} \) and \( h_{\text{ACC}} \) are chosen according to the general public accepted time gaps for CACC and ACC systems [8]. For CACC, the shortest gap is set at 0.6s, while for ACC is set to 1.5s.

For each of these controllers, the PD-based CACC controller seen in Fig. 2 is reformulated in Sec. IV.A to include the time gap \( h_i \) into the controller. This modification of the classical structure allows stable interpolation between controllers with different \( h_i \), \( k_{p,i} \) and \( k_{d,i} \). By taking the general theory in Sec. III a control structure for making stable transitions between \( \text{CACC}_{\text{STG}} \) and \( \text{CACC}_{\text{LTC}} \) is shown in Sec. IV.B.

Once the control structure is obtained, a different percentage of each of the controllers is applied depending on the traffic situation. The percentage is chosen through the YK gamma \( \gamma \).

The algorithm for discriminating if the information received via V2V is coming either from vehicle \( i-1 \) or from vehicle \( x \) in the string is out of the scope of this paper (see [34] for a possible implementation).

In Sec. IV.C, \( \gamma \) is designed to be modified depending on the communicated velocity \( V_i \) and the velocity of the preceding vehicle received through the onboard sensor system \( V_{i-1}^\ast \).

A. Modification of classical CACC structure

The classical PD-based CACC controller is modified in Fig. 4 to include the time gap \( h_i \) into the controller. In that way, it will be possible to change the time gap of the system when doing controllers interpolation. The extended controller \( K'_{\text{ext}} \) results in the transfer function (17). The feedforward filter is changed to \( F_i/K_i \).

\[ ACC_{\text{STG}} \] has the index \( i = 0 \), while \( ACC_{\text{LTC}} \) has the index \( i = 1 \). The information related to both controllers is summarized in Table I. Notice how the values of \( k_{p,0} \), \( k_{p,1} \), \( k_{d,0} \) and \( k_{d,1} \) will depend on the accepted time gaps by drivers and the vehicle model \( G \).
\[
K'_{\text{ext}}(s) = \frac{K_i}{1 + G_0 K_i} = \frac{k_{p,i} + k_{d,i}s}{1 + G_0 (k_{p,i} + k_{d,i}s)} \tag{17}
\]

Fig. 5. YK control structure for modifying CACC controllers online.

B. Control structure for CACC controller modification

Once CACCSTG and CACCSTG-LT are defined, is possible to have hybrid behaviours between both, without losing stability by obtaining the parameter \(Q\) with Theorem 2. Figure 5 modifies the control structure in Fig. 3 to allow CACC controller modification. Please notice how the structure only differs in adding the filtered communication link with the closest V2V-equipped vehicle, in that case, communication link \(C_x\).

C. YK gamma tuning

Once the YK control structure for CACC is obtained, a different percentage of each of the controllers is applied depending on the traffic situation. \(\gamma = 0\) when \(C_{i-1}\) exists, while a simple decision-making system is used when \(C_{i-1}\) does not exist, but there is communication with a vehicle \(x\), \(C_x\). Gamma tuning is chosen in order to improve traffic flow:

\[
\gamma = \begin{cases} 
0.033(V^i_{x-1} - V_x) + 0.5 & \text{if } |V_x - V^i_{x-1}| < 5 m/s \& \exists C_x \& \exists C_{i-1} \\
0 & \text{if } \exists C_{i-1} 
\end{cases}
\]

where \(V^i_{x-1}\) is the velocity of the vehicle \(i-1\) obtained through the on-board sensor systems, and \(V_x\) is the velocity of vehicle \(x\) received through \(C_x\). A maximum speed oscillation of 5m/s is considered as the operation range for the present application.

Different traffic situations are pictured for understanding the tuning of \(\gamma\) when \(\exists C_{i-1}\). When vehicle \(i-1\) has a behaviour similar to vehicle \(x\), \(\gamma\) is modified to response faster to speed changes:

- If vehicle \(x\) accelerates, \(V_x\) will be higher than \(V^i_{x-1}\). So, \(\gamma\) decreases, making the gap time shorter.
- If vehicle \(x\) brakes, \(V_x\) will be lower than \(V^i_{x-1}\). So, \(\gamma\) increases, making the gap time longer.
- When both vehicle \(x\) and vehicle \(i-1\) have similar velocities, \(\gamma\) results in an intermediate value between both controllers.

The feedforward filter \(F\) is modified accordingly to the gamma range as:

\[
F' = \begin{cases} 
(0.033(V^i_{x-1} - V_x) + 1.0) \cdot F_0/K_0 & \text{if } |V_x - V^i_{x-1}| < 5 m/s \& \exists C_x \& \exists C_{i-1} \\
F_0/K_0 & \text{if } \exists C_{i-1} 
\end{cases}
\]

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

This section presents the ACACC performance at high speeds (i.e. highway scenario). For simulation purposes, the vehicle model introduced in [24] is used. It is a second-order response with a time delay coming from a Nissan Infiniti M56. For the sake of clarity, vehicle transfer function is shown in (18).

\[
G(s) = \frac{1.136}{s^2 + 1.067s + 1.1385}e^{-0.287s} \tag{18}
\]

The algorithm performance is tested by using as vehicle \(i-1\) a non V2V-equipped vehicle. It is modelled as a human driver–using the Intelligent Driver Model (IDM) [35]–or equipped with an ACC system.

A. Control system stability

CACCSTG and CACCSTG-LT controller parameters are shown in Table II. Control system stability for the designed ACACC is studied in function of \(\gamma\). A necessary and sufficient condition to ensure control system stability for a feedback/feedforward control loop as the one in Fig. 5 is:

\[
\begin{bmatrix} I & -K_{\text{ext}}(\gamma) \\ -G/s & I \end{bmatrix}^{-1} \in \mathcal{R}_+ \mathcal{H}_\infty = \frac{K_{\text{ext}}(\gamma)G/s}{1 + K_{\text{ext}}(\gamma)G/s} = \begin{bmatrix} \frac{C_{\text{ext}}(\gamma)G/s}{1 + \frac{C_{\text{ext}}(\gamma)G/s}{K_{\text{ext}}(\gamma)G/s}} & G/s \end{bmatrix} \in \mathcal{R}_+ \mathcal{H}_\infty \tag{19}
\]

As the feedforward filter is already stable, poles of the resulting transfer function in equation (19) are analysed for different values of \(\gamma\). Closed-loop (CL) poles are in Table III. CL poles during the transition are the combination of CL poles of \((G/s, K_{\text{ext}}(\gamma))\) and \((G/s, K_{\text{ext}}^0)\). Control system stability is ensured for every value of \(\gamma\).

String stability is also analysed. First, when there is communication with the preceding vehicle (see equation (3)): Fig. 6 represents the stability surface for the designed ACACC in function of \(\gamma\) value. One can appreciate how the infinity norm \(||X_i/X_{i-1}||\) is always below the unity for any value of \(\gamma\), proving string stability. Second, when there is no communication with the preceding vehicle, but another further on: Control velocity \(V^i_x\) (with \(x = 1\) in the case of a string
of three vehicles) is received instead of \( V_{i-1} \). The designed YK gamma tuning is employed in this situation. Figure 7 considers difference between \( V_{i-1} \) and \( V_1 \) up to 15 m/s. As ACACC application range is up to 5 m/s, string stability is ensured even if communication with the preceding vehicles is not available.

### Table II
Nissan Infiniti M56 CACC parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( K_{rel}^2 )</th>
<th>( k_{p,i} )</th>
<th>( k_{d,i} )</th>
<th>( h )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| CACCSTG | 1 | 0.45 | 0.25 | 0.6
| CACCSTG | 1 | 0.45 | 0.25 | 1.5

### Table III
CL poles (G/s, \( K_{rel}(\gamma) \)). YK controller reconfiguration between \( K_{rel}^{STG} \) and \( K_{rel}^{LTG} \). Nissan Infinity M56.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( \gamma )</th>
<th>CL poles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>(-6.28e^7 \cdot 0,-0.61 \pm 1.06i)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>(-6.28e^7 \cdot 0,-0.74 \pm 1.16i,-0.61 \pm 1.03i)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>(-6.28e^7 \cdot 0,-0.74 \pm 1.16i,-0.61 \pm 1.03i)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>(-6.28e^7 \cdot 0,-0.74 \pm 1.16i,-0.61 \pm 1.03i)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>(-6.28e^7 \cdot 0,-0.74 \pm 1.16i,-0.61 \pm 1.03i)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>(-6.28e^7 \cdot 0,-0.74 \pm 1.16i,-0.61 \pm 1.03i)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>(-6.28e^7 \cdot 0,-0.74 \pm 1.16i,-0.61 \pm 1.03i)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>(-6.28e^7 \cdot 0,-0.74 \pm 1.16i,-0.61 \pm 1.03i)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>(-6.28e^7 \cdot 0,-0.74 \pm 1.16i,-0.61 \pm 1.03i)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>(-6.28e^7 \cdot 0,-0.74 \pm 1.16i,-0.61 \pm 1.03i)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>(-6.28e^7 \cdot 0,-0.74 \pm 1.16i)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Using IDM as preceding non V2V-equipped vehicle

First simulations consider a human-driven vehicle (modelled by the IDM) as vehicle \( i-1 \) without communication. IDM is a well-known car-following model in the traffic flow simulation literature [35]. It defines a target acceleration depending on desired velocity, desired time gap and comfortable deceleration. The parameters in [11] are used as reference values.

Figure 8 depicts the performance of the ACACC controller in comparison with ACC and CACC (assuming V2V capabilities in the IDM vehicle, only in the CACC case) controllers when the IDM desired velocity is 33.33 m/s. The top graph plots the vehicles’ speeds. The second graph plots the vehicles’ accelerations during the simulation. The third graph shows the relative distance between vehicles. The bottom graph represents how \( \gamma \) is modified together with the real time gap. A string of three vehicles is considered. For notation, vehicle 1 (solid magenta line) is a V2V-equipped vehicle and the first vehicle during the whole simulation; vehicle \( i-1 \) (solid cyan line) is the one that starts the platoon in the second position as IDM; and, the vehicle \( i \) or follower is either an ACC-equipped vehicle (solid red line), a CACC-equipped vehicle (solid green line, assuming that the IDM is V2V-equipped for comparison purposes) or an ACACC-equipped vehicle (solid blue line).

The value of \( \gamma \) is always around 0.5, changing with acceleration or braking changes. The performance of the ACACC system is a hybrid response between \( CACC_{STG} \) and \( CACC_{LTG} \). Its response comes earlier to changes in leader speed \( V_L \) than the ACC/CACC systems. For instance, when vehicle 1 is
braking at 300s, the ACACC system brakes practically at the same time, while ACC and CACC react 5s later. Besides, the system is more damped while speed changes take place, better preserving string stability. Finally, the main objective of the present paper is also fulfilled, instead of degrading to an ACC system, ACACC takes $C_1$ for making the string of vehicles tighter, improving highway capacity. The relative distance corresponds to a spacing policy between $CACC_{ST G}$ and $CACC_{LT G}$ responses.

Figure 9 shows a second simulation using IDM. The desired velocity parameter from [11] is change from 33.33m/s to 28m/s, emulating a very slow vehicle dynamic on the non V2V-equipped vehicle $i-1$ when tracking changes in $V_x$. Since the IDM model is not correctly following vehicle 1 response, the ACACC system has a closer behaviour to $CACC_{LT G}$. This behaviour is appreciated on the lower plot of Fig. 9.

C. Using an ACC-equipped vehicle as preceding non V2V-equipped one

Milanés and Shladover [11] compare the car following performance among ACC and CACC systems for a Nissan Infiniti M56s. Experimental results are used to obtain car-following models for representing the production ACC and the new designed CACC controller, highlighting how the production ACC results string unstable, amplifying the speed changes of the preceding vehicle. A simulation using the ACC/CACC car-following models presented in [11] is carried out. Specifically, the more the ACC-equipped vehicles in the string, the bigger the amplification. Here, instead of degrading the system to another ACC, the system is changed to ACACC with $C_1$.

Figure 10 depicts the performance of the ACACC controller in comparison with ACC and CACC controllers when an ACC-equipped vehicle is in front. The non V2V-equipped is a conventional driver emulated by an IDM with a desired velocity of 28m/s.

Figure 11 shows a second simulation using IDM. The desired velocity parameter from [11] is change from 33.33m/s to 28m/s, emulating a very slow vehicle dynamic on the non V2V-equipped vehicle $i-1$ when tracking changes in $V_x$. Since the IDM model is not correctly following vehicle 1 response, the ACACC system has a closer behaviour to $CACC_{LT G}$. This behaviour is appreciated on the lower plot of Fig. 9.
equipped vehicle is the vehicle $i - 1$. Vehicle $i - 1$ is a V2V-equipped vehicle that loses its communication capability at 220s. A string of three vehicles is considered. For notation, vehicle 1 (solid magenta line) is a CACC-equipped vehicle following a speed reference; vehicle $i - 1$ (solid cyan line) is the one that starts the platoon in the second position with an ACC as controller; and, vehicle $i$ or follower is either an ACC-equipped vehicle (solid red line), a CACC-equipped vehicle (solid green line, considering that vehicle $i - 1$ is always V2V-equipped) or an ACACC-equipped vehicle (solid blue line).

ACACC works as a classical CACC system while the communication with the preceding vehicle is available. Once the communication is lost, ACACC system significantly reduces speed oscillation introduced by the ACC-equipped vehicle, providing string stability but also increasing traffic flow by reducing inter-vehicle distances.

Finally, limits of the ACACC applications are tested. As already said, 5m/s is used as the maximum acceptable range for using ACACC. Specifically, Fig. 11 depicts the performance of the ACACC controller in comparison with ACC and CACC controllers when four ACC-equipped vehicles are between vehicle 1 and vehicle $i$. So, a string of six vehicles is considered. Speed difference between vehicle 1 and vehicle $i - 1$ reach almost 5m/s. V2V communication is only available between vehicle 1 and $i$. For notation, vehicle 1 (solid magenta line) is a CACC-equipped vehicle following a speed reference; vehicle $i - 1$ (solid cyan line) is the one that starts the platoon in the fifth position with an ACC as controller; and, vehicle $i$ or follower is either an ACC-equipped vehicle (solid red line), a CACC-equipped vehicle (solid green line, considering that vehicle $i - 1$ is V2V-equipped) or an ACACC-equipped vehicle (solid blue line).

Even with 4 ACC-equipped vehicles without communications between leader and ego vehicles, ACACC preserves its ability to reduce speed oscillations and inter-vehicle-distance, improving consequently the traffic flow.

These simulations represent the closer behaviour to real traffic environment with a high penetration of ACC-equipped and CACC-equipped vehicles, giving an insight into the potential benefits of ACACC.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Three cycabs were used as experimental vehicles. These vehicles are mobile platforms used in several research labs conceived for urban applications. From a kinematic point of view, cycabs can turn their rear wheels as a linear function of the steering angle of the front wheels [36]. The vehicle is controlled by a commanded velocity. The velocity is limited up to 4m/s, because it is mainly designed for crowded areas where higher speeds can lead to unsafe situations. As ACACC has been designed for high-velocities, the proposed system is scaled to these low-speed platforms for having an experimental proof-of-the-concept.

The vehicle dynamic model for evaluating the performance of ACACC is presented in equation (20). Cycab real velocity responses have a characteristic overshoot preserved in the model.

$$G(s) = \frac{1}{0.8768s^2 + 1.252s + 1}$$

A. Control system stability

| TABLE IV |
| Cycab CACC Parameters. |
| $K_{sat}$ | $k_{p,i}$ | $k_{d,i}$ | $h_i$ |
| CACC)$_STG$ | $K_{sat}^{0}$ | $k_{p,0}$ = 1.5 | $k_{d,0}$ = 0.2 | $h_0$ = $h_{CACC}$ = 0.6s |
| CACC)$_LTG$ | $K_{sat}^{1}$ | $k_{p,1}$ = 1.5 | $k_{d,1}$ = 0.2 | $h_1$ = $h_{LTG}$ = 1.5s |

| TABLE V |
| CL poles ($\gamma/s.K_{sat}(\gamma)$) YK Controller reconfiguration between $K_{sat}^{0}$ and $K_{sat}^{1}$. Cycab. |
| $\gamma$ | CL poles |
| $\gamma$ = 0.0 | $-6.28e^{j0}, -6.28e^{j0}, 0, -0.78 \pm 1.24, -0.88 \pm 1.70$j |
| $\gamma$ = 0.1 | $-6.28e^{j0}, -6.28e^{j0}, 0, -0.78 \pm 1.24, -0.88 \pm 1.70$j |
| $\gamma$ = 0.2 | $-6.28e^{j0}, -6.28e^{j0}, 0, -0.78 \pm 1.24, -0.88 \pm 1.70$j |
| $\gamma$ = 0.3 | $-6.28e^{j0}, -6.28e^{j0}, 0, -0.78 \pm 1.24, -0.88 \pm 1.70$j |
| $\gamma$ = 0.4 | $-6.28e^{j0}, -6.28e^{j0}, 0, -0.78 \pm 1.24, -0.88 \pm 1.70$j |
| $\gamma$ = 0.5 | $-6.28e^{j0}, -6.28e^{j0}, 0, -0.78 \pm 1.24, -0.88 \pm 1.70$j |
| $\gamma$ = 0.6 | $-6.28e^{j0}, -6.28e^{j0}, 0, -0.78 \pm 1.24, -0.88 \pm 1.70$j |
| $\gamma$ = 0.7 | $-6.28e^{j0}, -6.28e^{j0}, 0, -0.78 \pm 1.24, -0.88 \pm 1.70$j |
| $\gamma$ = 0.8 | $-6.28e^{j0}, -6.28e^{j0}, 0, -0.78 \pm 1.24, -0.88 \pm 1.70$j |
| $\gamma$ = 0.9 | $-6.28e^{j0}, -6.28e^{j0}, 0, -0.78 \pm 1.24, -0.88 \pm 1.70$j |
| $\gamma$ = 1.0 | $-6.28e^{j0}, -6.28e^{j0}, 0, -0.88 \pm 1.70$j |

Fig. 12. String stability’s surface for a Cycab depending on YK $\gamma$.

Fig. 13. String stability magnitude in dB for a cycab when communication with preceding vehicle is not available, but it is with the leader vehicle. $|V_1 - V'_{i-1}| = 1.5m/s$.

Control system stability for the designed ACACC is studied in function of $\gamma$ through equation (19). Controller gains in Table IV and model in equation (20) are considered in order
to obtain the CL poles shown in Table V. Control system stability is preserved for every value of $\gamma$.

String stability is analysed. When there is communication with the preceding vehicle, Fig. 12 represents the stability surface for ACACC in function of the $\gamma$ value. Its infinity norm is always below the unity for any value of $\gamma$, proving string stability. On the other hand, when there is no communication with the preceding vehicle but with a leader in a string of three vehicles, the bode’s diagram in Fig. 13 considers a difference between $V_{i-1}$ and $V_1$ of 1.5m/s (a scale of 10 is considered in the YK gamma tuning for obtaining a low-velocity behaviour). String stability is again ensured even if communication with the preceding vehicle is not available.

### B. Using IDM as preceding non V2V-equipped vehicle

The non V2V-equipped vehicle $i-1$ is a cycab with an IDM controller with the desired velocity of 33.33m/s. As IDM controllers depend on the ego-velocity and the velocity of its preceding vehicle, both signals are scaled with a factor of 10 for obtaining a low-velocity behaviour. In the same way, the velocities used in the tuning of $\gamma$ are scaled for proving the correct performance of the approach.

Figure 14 depicts the performance of the scaled ACACC controller in comparison with ACC and CACC controllers when an IDM-equipped cycab is the vehicle $i-1$. The top graph plots the velocity responses of the three cycabs in the string. The second depicts the different accelerations of these vehicles during the test. The third graph shows the relative distances to the preceding vehicle. And the bottom graph represents how $\gamma$ is changed over time, together with the real time gap.

For notation, vehicle 1 (solid magenta line) is a cycab with a speed profile that goes from 1m/s to 3m/s or vice-versa with increasing steps of acceleration/deceleration; vehicle $i-1$ (solid cyan line) is the second cycab in the string with an IDM controller; and, vehicle $i$ or follower in third position is either ACC (solid red line), CACC (solid green line) or ACACC (solid blue line).

The performance of the ACACC is well-proved. The hybrid behaviour between $CACC_{STG}$ and $CACC_{LTG}$ responses of the ACACC controller is preserved. Its response comes earlier when vehicle 1 is accelerating or braking. And the relative distance to vehicle $i-1$ is shorter than with the classical degradation to ACC, improving the capacity of the road.

Nevertheless, it is noteworthy to mention how at low-velocities the adapted time gap by the system is more sensitive to any velocity change, as well to the standstill distance. It explains why the variation of the real time gap time through $\gamma$ becomes more complicated for the low-velocity test (see the bottom part in Fig. 14).

### C. Using an ACC-equipped vehicle as preceding non V2V-equipped one

A scenario where vehicle $i-1$ is an ACC-equipped cycab is carried out. Please notice that the ACC shown here is string stable. The performance of the ACACC controller can be accomplished with a stable ACC without endangering the experimental platforms.

Figure 15 depicts the performance of the ACACC controller compared to ACC and CACC when the non V2V-equipped vehicle is an ACC-equipped cycab. For notation, vehicle 1 (solid magenta line) is a cycab with the speed profile seen in the previous section; vehicle $i-1$ (solid cyan line) is the second cycab with an ACC controller; and vehicle $i$ or follower in the third position is either ACC (solid red line), CACC (solid green line) or ACACC (solid blue line).

These low-speed tests demonstrate the good performance of the proposed system. ACACC controller responses faster to speed changes, while preserving better the string stability and improving the highway capacity with a shorter distance to vehicle $i-1$.

### VII. Conclusions

This paper explores the benefit of using V2V-equipped vehicle information from a vehicle ahead in the string when the preceding vehicle is a non-equipped one to improve traffic flow. The proposed system provides string stable responses and, more interestingly, reduce inter-vehicle distances, providing tighter strings. System performance is evaluated using either a human driven vehicle (emulated by the IDM) or an ACC-equipped vehicle as preceding one.

The stable interpolation between CACC controllers with different time gaps is ensured thanks to the use of the YK parameterization. The string stability of the control structure is also demonstrated.

A comparative analysis using [11] models for ACC and CACC vehicles at high speeds and the IDM model as human driver vehicle is carried out. ACACC system exhibits a good performance, improving ACC response by providing a tighter string of vehicles, a faster response to speed changes and a better preservation of the string stability. These results are scaled to the low-velocity experimental platform for having an experimental proof-of-concept. The performance is well-proved, improving relative distance to the preceding vehicle and obtaining faster responses. Highway capacity improvement when using ACACC will be quantified and studied in function of the vehicles market penetration, to have a more fair comparison with results in [7] and [9].

Non-ideal V2V communication link needs to be studied in a future, analyzing the relationship between stability and delay. This would need another controller configuration that could be included into the YK parameterization. Additionally, when considering different braking capabilities in each of the vehicles in the string, a collision avoidance system is needed, which represents a different control system to be developed and included in the YK approach.
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Fig. 14. Experimental results comparison among car-following policies using CACC, ACC and ACACC controllers when a non V2V-equipped cycab is in front. The non V2V-equipped is a cycab with an IDM with a desired velocity of 33.33 m/s.

Fig. 15. Experimental results comparison among car-following policies using CACC, ACC and ACACC controllers when a non V2V-equipped cycab is in front. The non V2V-equipped is an ACC-equipped cycab.